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Abstract

In this paper, we present an ecient algorithm for contact determination between spline models. We
make use of a new hierarchy, called ShellTree, that comprises of spherical shells and oriented bounding
boxes. Each spherical shell corresponds to a portion of the volume between two concentric spheres.
Given large spline models, our algorithm decomposes each surface into Bezier patches as part of preprocessing. At runtime it dynamically computes a tight tting axis-aligned bounding box across each
Bezier patch and eciently checks all such boxes for overlap. Using o -line and on-line techniques
for tree construction, our algorithm computes ShellTrees for Bezier patches and performs fast overlap
tests between them to detect collisions. The overall approach can trade o runtime performance for
reduced memory requirements. We have implemented the algorithm and tested it on large models, each
composed of hundred of patches. Its performance varies with the con gurations of the objects. For
many complex models composed of hundreds of patches, it can accurately compute the contacts in a
few milliseconds.

1. Introduction

Contact determination is an integral part of many
graphics applications, including dynamic simulation,
haptic rendering, virtual environments, computer animation and virtual prototyping. Given two models,
the goal is to check for possible contacts between them
as they move. These models may be represented using
polygons, spline patches, implicitly de ned functions
or time-dependent functions.
Extensive literature on contact determination between polygonal models is available and several ecient algorithms have been proposed. In many graphics and CAD applications, the models are represented
using spline surfaces, e.g. NURBS or Bezier patches.
The simplest algorithms are based on tessellation of
spline surfaces into polygons and then use collision
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detection algorithms for polygonal models. However,
they can be slow and inaccurate in practice. There is
considerable work on curve and surface intersections in
geometric and solid modeling. Unfortunately, most of
these algorithms only handle static models and focus
on robust and accurate computation of all intersection
components.
Main Contribution: In this paper, we present a
rapid and accurate algorithm for contact determination between spline surfaces using a new hierarchy,
ShellTree. A ShellTree is a hierarchical representation that consists of mainly higher-order bounding volumes, spherical shells 19 , and oriented bounding boxes
(OBBs) 11 . A spherical shell corresponds to a portion of the volume between two concentric spheres and
encloses the underlying geometry. The principal advantage of using spherical shells comes from the fact
that they provide local cubic convergence 19 to the underlying geometry. Cubic convergence means that the
bounding volume approximates the surface accurately
up to the second order (if the surface is expressed as
a Taylor series). Therefore, there are fewer \false positives" in terms of overlap tests between the bounding
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volumes and the underlying primitives. This results in
an improved overall performance for proximity queries
between two objects in near-contact con gurations or
between two objects with high-curvature surfaces.
Given a large model composed of spline surfaces, the
algorithm decomposes each surface into Bezier patches
as part of pre-processing. The contact determination
algorithm consists of two phases. In the rst phase,
it dynamically computes a tight tting axis-aligned
bounding box across each Bezier patch and makes use
of sweep and prune technique 7 to check all bounding
boxes for overlap. In the second phase, it considers
pairs of Bezier patches whose bounding boxes overlap
and verify their contact status using ShellTrees. Using
o -line and on-line techniques for tree construction
and lazy evaluation to reduce the memory requirements, our algorithm computes a hierarchical representation of each Bezier patch using ShellTrees. We
also present ecient algorithms for overlap test between two spherical shells. We have implemented the
algorithm and demonstrate its performance on a chain
of tori undergoing rigid motion and on large models
composed of hundreds of patches. In most cases, the
contact determination algorithm takes anywhere between 0.5-1.5 milliseconds on 195MHz R10000 SGI,
depending on the complexity of the simulation.
Organization: The rest of the paper is organized in
the following manner. We brie y survey related work
in Section 2 and present an algorithm to compute
spherical shells for a Bezier patch in Section 3. Then,
we present algorithms for fast overlap tests between
spherical shells in Section 4 and use them to formulate a fast contact determination algorithm between
models composed of hundreds or thousands of patches
in Section 5. In Section 6, we describe the implementation and performance of our algorithm on di erent
models. Finally, we conclude in Section 7.

2. Related Work

The problem of contact determination has been
extensively studied in computer graphics, computational geometry and robotics. Most of the earlier work had focussed on collision detection between convex polytopes. These include algorithms
based on linear programming 35 , Minkowski di erences and convex optimization 6 10 and tracking closest features based on external Voronoi regions 21 .
For general polygonal models many algorithms based
on hierarchical representations have been proposed
4 5 11 15 3 16 26 27 28 . It is possible to tessellate a
spline model into polygons and apply one of these algorithms for polygonal models. However, the resulting
algorithm can be slow and inaccurate. The accuracy
of the overall approach is limited by the polygonal
;

;
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;

;

;

;

;

approximation of the tessellation algorithm. For large
models, its memory requirements are also quite high.
Many environments consist of multiple objects. For
an environment consisting of n objects, performing
O(n2 ) pairwise interference detection tests becomes
a bottleneck for large n. Algorithms of complexity
O(nlog2 n + m) have been presented for spheres in 14
and rectangular bounding boxes in 9 , where m corresponds to the number of overlaps. More recently,
Cohen et al. have presented algorithms and a system,
I-COLLIDE, based on spatial and temporal coherence,
for large environments composed of multiple moving
convex objects 7 .
The set of algorithms for curved or spline models
can be divided into static models, dynamic objects
undergoing rigid motion and models whose trajectories can be expressed as a closed form function of time.
These is considerable literature in geometric and solid
modeling on accurate intersection computations between spline curves and surfaces. Algorithms for curve
intersections are based on algebraic methods 24 33 ,
subdivision 20 , interval arithmetic 17 , Bezier clipping
31 , fat arcs 34 and algebraic pruning 25 . In many ways,
a spherical shell is a 3D extension of fat arcs, a bounding shape with cubic convergence for 2D curves 34 . All
these algorithms accurately compute intersections between curves and can be used for contact determination. A number of approaches have been proposed for
surface intersection. These are based on subdivision
methods 20 , algebraic methods 23 18 , robust detection
of all the intersection components and tracing 1 13 32 ,
interval arithmetic 36 and lattice evaluation methods
29 . The goal of these methods is to accurately compute
the topology of the intersection curve and therefore,
they can be slow for interactive applications.
As for dynamic objects undergoing rigid motion, algorithms based on algebraic formulation have been
proposed by Lin and Manocha 22 . They utilize coherence between successive frames and work well for
low degree models. Bara 2 has presented algorithms
using coherence for convex curved models. If the motions of the object can be expressed as a closed form
function of time, many algorithms based on subdivision methods, interval arithmetic or bounds on derivatives and constrained minimization have been proposed 8 12 37 . However, they are fairly slow in practice
and not appropriate for real-time applications. Despite
the wealth of the literature in the area, solving contact
determination between large spline models rapidly and
accurately remains a research challenge.
;

;

;

;

;

;

3. Spherical Shell Computation

In this section, we present methods to compute shell
approximations for Bezier patches. The spherical shell
c The Eurographics Association 1998
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can save on memory usage without paying a signi cant
penalty on time. This increases the bounds on the size
of models that we can eciently handle in our collision
detection system.
r
min
A
r
max

C=(0,0,0)

Figure 1: Spherical shell
has been formally de ned in 19 as follows: Consider
two concentric spheres. Let V1 be the portion of space
outside the smaller sphere but inside the larger sphere.
Now, consider a single-sided cone whose apex coincides with the common center of the two spheres. Let
V2 be the collection of points in the interior of the cone.
Then, the volume in the intersection of volumes V1 and
V2 is called a spherical shell. Without loss of generality,
we assume that the common center of the two spheres
and the apex of the cone lie at the origin. Then, mathematically we can de ne a shell as follows: Let rmax
and rmin be the radii of the larger and smaller spheres
respectively. Let A = (Ax ; Ay ; Az ) be a unit vector
representing the axis of the cone. Let be the halfangle of the cone. Then, the shell is de ned as a set of
all points (x;y; z ) satisfying:
2  x2 + y 2 + z 2  r 2
rmin
max
xApx + yAy + zAz  cos = k
(1)
x2 + y2 + z 2
Figure 1 illustrates a spherical shell.
Thus, a shell is completely determined by the following parameters:
 C (cx ; cy ; cz ), the center,
 rmin and rmax , the radii,
 A, a unit vector representing the axis,
 k, the cosine of the half-angle.
Next, we describe an algorithm to compute a shell for a
Bezier patch. Most of the algorithms presented in this
section are a non-trivial three-dimensional extension
of the fat arc construction proposed by Sederberg et
al. 34 . One of the important considerations in shell
computation is its time complexity. At the heart of
this issue is the trade-o between speed of resulting
collision detection algorithm and memory usage by the
system. We would like to t individual Bezier patches
with spherical shells as quickly as possible so that we
c The Eurographics Association 1998

3.1. Computing the center

The center of the shell is chosen as the center of a good
spherical approximation to the given Bezier patch. In
our case, we choose the four corner control points of
the patch (they lie on the patch) and compute the
sphere that passes through them. In many cases this
this procedure may not produce the best spherical approximation to the patch. A much better approximation would be the least squares t sphere for a denser
sampling of points on the input patch. Known solutions to the least squares problems (like Singular Value
Decomposition) are quadratic in the number of sampled points. This can be relatively expensive for building shells dynamically for detecting collisions. Given
the higher order convergence behavior of the spherical
shells, at lower levels of the tree using a few corner
control points results in a tight tting shell.
The general equation of a sphere with center
(cx ; cy ; cz ) and radius r is (x , cx )2 + (y , cy )2 + (z ,
2 2
2 2
cz )2 , r2 = 0. Substituting r ,c ,2 c ,c by d and rearranging the above equation, we get
2
2
2
cx x + cy y + cz z + d = x + y2 + z
In our case, cx , cy , cz and d are unknowns. Each of
the 4 points (xi ; yi ; zi ) (i = 1; 2; : : : ; 4) forms a row
of a linear system. Solving this linear system gives us
the vector (cx ; cy ; cz ; d). It is trivial to determine the
center C and radius of the sphere from this vector. We
choose the center of this sphere to be the center of the
shell.
x

y

z

3.2. Computing rmin and rmax

The inner and outer radii of the spherical shell are determined by computing the range of distances D(s; t)
between the center C and the Bezier patch F(s; t).
A rational Bezier patch, F(s; t), of degree m  n,
de ned in the domain (s; t) 2 [0; 1][0; 1] and speci ed
by a two dimensional array of control points (vij ; wij )
is given as:
Pm Pn v Bm (s)Bn (t)
(2)
F(s;t) = Pmi=0 Pnj=0 wij Bim (s)Bjn (t) :
j
i=0 j=0 ij i
B is the Bernstein basis function de ned as

Bim (s) =



m
i



si (1 , s)m,i
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Figure 2: (a) Incremental computation of shell angle and axis vector (b) Illustration of vector addition by parallelogram
rule

The distance function D(s;t) is given by

p

p

D(s; t) = D2 (s; t) = (F(s; t) , C)  (F(s; t) , C)
The function (F(s;t) , C) can be written in the Bern-

stein basis of the form
Pm Pn (v , w C)Bm (s)Bn (t)
ij
i
j
i=0P j=0P ij
m
n w Bm (s)Bn (t)
ij
i
j
i=0 j=0
The product of two Bernstein polynomials can also be
represented as a Bernstein polynomial. We now derive
this representation for D2 (s; t).
Pm Pn (v , w C)Bm (s)Bn (t)
ij
ij
2
D (s; t) = i=0Pmj=0Pn w Bm (s)iBn (t) j 
j
i=0 j=0 ij i
Pm P
n (v , w C)Bm (s)Bn (t)
kl
k
l
k=0P l=0P kl
m
n
m
n
k
=0 l=0 wkl Bk (s)Bl (t)
P2m P2n
Upq Bp2m (s)Bq2n (t)
= P2pm=0 P2qn=0
2m
2n
p=0 q=0 Wpq Bp (s)Bq (t)
Equating the individual powers of this expression, we
get

For a parameter value in the domain ([0; 1]  [0; 1]),
the value that a Bernstein polynomial takes lies in the
convex hull of its coecients. Therefore, the bounds
on D2 (s; t) are within the minimum and maximum of
the Upq =Wpq 's. Thus, minimum and maximum values
of Upq =Wpq provide the rmin and rmax of the shell.

3.3. Computing the axis vector and angle

In this section, we present an algorithm to compute
the axis and angle of the shell that bounds the entire
Bezier patch. The algorithm presented is incremental
in nature and is repeated as many times as the number
of control points of the patch. This algorithm can also
be used to compute a bounding cone for a set of vectors. In our case, these vectors are emanating from the
center of the shell and points to the control points of
the patch. For simplicity, we assume that the center is
at the origin. The bounding cone computation is very
similar to the one presented by Sederberg et. al. 30 .
However, the result published there has a minor error
in it. We have taken the liberty of correcting it here.
Figure 2(a) is also taken from 30 . The bounding cone
obtained from this algorithm is not the optimal one,
minX
(m;p)
minX
(n;q)
but it is near-optimal and linear in time complexity.
Upq =
uij
Let us assume that after i iterations of the algoi=max(0;p,m) j=max (0;q,n)
m
n
rithm,
our unit axis vector is Ai with shell angle i .
uij = i;p,i j;q,j (vij , wij C)  (vp,i;q,j , wp,i;q,j C)
^
Let
v
represent
the normalized form of a vector v.
minX
(m;p)
minX
(n;q)
Given
a
set
of
n
vectors
V1 ; V2 ; : : : ; Vn , we initialize
Wpq =
wij0
A1 to V^ 1 and 1 to 0. Each subsequent vector Vi+1 is
i=max(0;p,m) j=max (0;q,n)
checked to see if it lies within the cone. The vector lies
within the cone if cos i  V^ i+1  Ai . If it lies within
wij0 = mi;p,i nj;q,j wij wp,i;q,j
  
the cone, Ai+1 = Ai and i+1 = i . Otherwise, a new
m
m
cone is formed which is the smallest cone containing
j
m = i
the old cone and the new vector. Let the angle between

(3)
i;j
m
the vectors V^ i+1 and Ai be as shown in Figure 2(a).
i+j
Consider a vector Vt that lies in the same plane as Ai
c The Eurographics Association 1998
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and V^ i+1 and makes an angle i with Ai . Clearly, this
vector lies on the previous cone. We want to compute
this vector in terms of Ai and V^ i+1 . From Figure 2(a),
it is clear that Vt can be expressed as some linear combination of Ai and ,V^ i+1 (i.e., Vt = qAi , V^ i+1 ).
To determine q, we use the parallelogram law for the
sum of two vectors. It is shown in Figure 2(b).
Consider two vectors a and b at an angle . Let the
vector a + b form an angle with a. From the triangle
law, we know that
k a k sin( , )
k b k = sin
In our case, q, which is the ratio of the lengths of qAi
and ,V^ i+1 , is given by
i + )
q = sin(sin
i
Given Vt , we compute the new axis of the cone
^ ^
Ai+1 = V^ t + V^ i+1
k Vt + Vi+1 k
and the angle is given by cos i+1 = Ai+1  V^ i+1 .
An and n give the axis and the angle of the cone
bounding all the original vectors. For Bezier patches,
n is the number of control points of the patch.
The complexity of tting a shell to a Bezier patch as
described here is determined by the complexity of each
step - computing the center, minimum radius, maximum radius, shell axis and shell angle. Determining
the center involves the solution of a 4  4 linear system. It is a constant time operation. The minimum
and maximum radius determination step is roughly
quadratic in the number of control points. The complexity of obtaining the shell angle and axis is linear in
the number of control points. Overall, our algorithm is
quadratic in the number of control points. The typical
degree of the patches involved in most model descriptions are bicubic (16 control points). Our experiments
suggest that the average operation count, i.e. the number of basic arithmetic operations, to build a shell for
a Bezier patch of degree 2  3 is about 150-180.

4. Overlap Tests between Shells

In this section, we present the overlap test between
two shells. Before we start, some notation has to be
introduced. Without loss of generality, the two shells
S1 and S2 are determined by the following parameters.
 shells: S1 , S2
 centers: C1 = (0; 0; 0), C2 = (0; 0; d)
 axis vectors: (a; b; c), (l; m; n)
 cosines of half angle: k1 , k2
 radii: [r1n ; r1x ], [r2n ; r2x ]
c The Eurographics Association 1998
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ax + by = k − cD
1

2
2
2
x + y = 1−D

lx + my = E−nD

Projection in 2D

Figure 3: Reduction of overlap test to the plane
The overlap test proceeds in three main stages.
 Check for trivial rejection scenarios. For example,
we can surely reject the shells if the distance between their centers is greater than the sum of their
outer radii.
 Then we test if one of the extremal radii (r1n or r1x )
is involved in the intersection with the other shell
(S2 ). This procedure contains a number of early acceptance exits. For example, it is easy to check if
the extremal radius of both shells are intersecting.
 Finally, we check if the conical portions of the shells
are the only intersecting portions between the shells.
In our implementation, the tests for trivial acceptance and rejection scenarios signi cantly contribute
to the speed of the overlap test.
We start by answering a simpler test. Let us de ne
the set of points in the shell volume that are at a constant distance r from the center as the shell restricted
to r. A simpler test is to see if the shell S1 restricted
to r1 intersects the shell S2 restricted to r2 . Given the
above parameters, the two spheres
intersect
along the
2 2
2
plane z = D , where D = d +2r1d,r2 . Any intersection of the two restricted shells can only occur on this
plane. Let us now write the algebraic constraints for
the two restricted shells. The rst of the two equations
is the sphere equation and the second is the constraint
for it to lie within the cone. This is obtained by taking
a simple dot product. For S1 ,
x2 + y2 + z 2 = r12
ax + by + cz  r1 k1
(4)
and for S2 ,
x2 + y2 + (z , d)2 = r22
lx + my + n(z , d)  r2 k2
(5)
0

0

Subtracting the two sphere equations, we get z = D .
The equation of the intersecting circle becomes x2 +
0
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(b)

(a)

Figure 4: Orientation of shells that do not involve extreme radii

y2 = r12 , D 2 . Therefore, the two restricted shells
intersect if there is a point (x; y; D ) that satis es
x2 + y2 = r12 , D 2
ax + by  r1 k1 , cD
lx + my  r2 k2 + nd , nD
(6)
0

0

0

0

0

Scaling all the equations in (6) by a factor r11 and
replacing D =r1 by D and (r2 k2 + nd)=r1 by E , we get
x2 + y2 = 1 , D2
ax + by  k1 , cD
lx + my  E , nD
(7)
Essentially, the test boils down to checking if there
exists some point on the circle which lies in the positive
half-space of both lines (see Figure 3). To check for
satisfaction of (7), let us parameterize x and y in the
circle by
p
t2 ; y = p1 , D2 2t
x = 1 , D2 11 ,
+ t2
1 + t2
Substituting this in the other two inequalities and simplifying, we get
0

( pk1 , cD2 + a)t2 , 2bt + ( pk1 , cD2 , a)  0
1,D
1,D
(8)

and

( pE , nD2 + l)t2 , 2mt + ( pE , nD2 , l)  0
1,D
1,D
(9)
This test can be performed easily by computing the
roots of each of these equations (if they exist in the
real domain) and checking if the appropriate intervals
where the signs of the equations are non-positive have
an intersection. However, solving the quadratic equations involves a couple of square roots. Square root is
a relatively expensive operation as compared to other

arithmetic operations like additions and multiplications. If we can avoid square roots in our computation, it would speed up our overlap test signi cantly.
It is fairly simple to still carry out the test without
computing their actual roots. We shall now provide
the details of this test.
Given two quadratic equations (a2 x2 + a1 x +
a0 ; b2 x2 + b1 x + b0 ), we want to check if there exists
some value of x for which both the quadratic equations
have non-positive values.
For the rest of this discussion, we assume that the
quadratic equations have real roots and their leading
coecients (a2 and b2 ) are positive. This makes the
description much simpler. Our test is easily extended
to handle cases when either or both of the equations
have only complex roots. Let us assume that the roots
of the equations are (x1 ; x2 ) and (y1 ; y2 ) respectively.
If the roots of the two quadratics interleave each other
(for example, x1 < y1 < x2 < y2 ), then they must have
some regions where both equations are non-positive.
This means that (a2 y12 + a1 y1 + a0 )(a2 y22 + a1 y2 + a0 ) <
0. Expanding the above inequality and rearranging the
terms, we get
a22 (y1 y2 )2 +a2 a1 (y1 y2 )(y1 +y2 )+a2 a0 ((y1 +y2 )2 ,2y1 y2 )
+ a21 (y1 y2 ) + a1 a0 (y1 + y2 ) + a20 < 0: (10)
We know that y1 + y2 = ,bb21 and y1 y2 = bb02 . This gives
the inequality
a22 b20 , a2 a1 b1 b0 + a2 a0 b21 , 2a2 a0 b0 b2
+ a21 b0 b2 , a1 a0 b1 b2 + a20 b22 < 0: (11)
If this inequality is satis ed, the test is done. However,
it is possible that the roots of one equation lie completely inside the interval determined by the roots of
the other equation. We have assumed that the leading
coecients of the two quadratics are positive. That
means that the only turning point of both equations
are minima. Let the turning point of the equations
be denoted t1 = ,2aa21 and t2 = ,2bb21 . Then the equations satisfy the original condition if either one of these
turning points lie within the roots of the other equation. That is, if one of
(t1 , y1 )(y2 , t1 ) = ,t21 + t1 ,bb1 , bb0 > 0; or
2
2
,
a
a
1
2
(t2 , x1 )(x2 , t2 ) = ,t2 + t2 a , a0 > 0
2

2

is satis ed, we declare a satisfactory test.
Even though the coecients of our quadratic equations ((8) and (9)) have square roots, the expressions
we actually compute in the tests do not involve square
roots.
The discussion so far has concentrated on the case
when both shells are restricted (r1 and r2 are xed).
c The Eurographics Association 1998
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(l,m,n)

C 2 (0,0,d)

p
2

d
1

(a,b,c)

p
1

(a,b,c)

k
2

d2

k1

p
1

C1 (0,0,0)

k
1

Figure 5: Cone/Cone intersection
However, in our case, r1 and r2 range from [r1n ; r1x ]
and [r2n ; r2x ] respectively. This introduces two variables to the system of constraints and makes the test
a lot more dicult. We can reduce the number of variables in our system to one if we observe that when two
shells overlap, at least one of the extreme radii (r1n ,
r1x , r2n or r2x ) of the shells is also involved except
for the cases shown in Figure 4. We will come back
to these two cases later. So our test for overlap between two shells reduces to four overlap tests between
a shell restricted to one of its extreme radii and another shell. The tests described above carries through
to this case as well. However, the signed expression
we are evaluating changes to a (quartic) polynomial
in a given range. We use Sturm sequences 38 to evaluate the signs of these polynomials without actually
performing root computation. We omit many of the
details here. But a detailed version of the test can be
found in 19 .
We shall now discuss the cases when one of the extreme radii is not involved in the intersection. We will
give the details of how to perform the test using the
case shown in Figure 4(a). The other case is handled
similarly. Figure 4(a) shows two cones that just penetrate each other and intersect in a loop. From the
surface intersection literature, it is well known that
for two surfaces to intersect in a loop, there must be
(at least) one collinear normal between them 30 . For
the special case of cones, we know that every normal
vector when extended will intersect the axis vector. So
if there exists a collinear normal, it will pass through
the axis of each of the cones. In Figure 5, p1 p2 is a
line segment passing through the axis of the two cones
which are normal to the respective cones at the point
where they intersect them. Let these points be q1 and
q2 respectively. Let the distance between C1 (C2 ) and
q1 (q2 ) be d1 (d2 ).
Let us now compute the coordinates of the points p1
and p2 . It is easy to see that p1 = (a kd11 ; b dk11 ; c dk11 ) (see
Figure 6) and p2 = (l dk22 ; m kd22 ; n dk22 + d). If we denote
c The Eurographics Association 1998

p = ( a r1 , b
1
k1

r
1

r1
,c
k
1

r1
)
k
1

2 1/2
(1−k )
1
k

1

r
1

(0,0,0)

Figure 6: Normal to a cone parameterized by distance
to the center

the distance between p1 and p2 as D, then the unit
vector along the common collinear normal (denoted
by ~n) is
1 (l d2 , a d1 ; m d2 , b d1 ; n d2 , c d1 + d)

D k2 k1 k2 k1 k2 k1
~n is a collinear normal if it satis es the following two

constraints.
~n  (a; b; c) = ,(1 , k12 )1=2 (angle between them is (90 + ))
~n  (l; m; n) = (1 , k22 )1=2 (angle between them is (90 , ))
 is the dot product. Rearranging the equations so that
D appears on the r.h.s, we get
1
al + bm + cn
cd
D
k1 (1 , k12 )1=2 d1 , k2 (1 , k12 )1=2 d2 , (1 , k12 )1=2 =(12)
and
1
al + bm + cn
nd
D
k2 (1 , k22 )1=2 d2 , k1 (1 , k22 )1=2 d1 + (1 , k22 )1=2 =(13)
Subtracting equation (13) and (12), replacing al+bm+
cn with K and rearranging, we get
, k12 )1=2 + K (1 , k22 )1=2 ) d2
d1 = kk1 ((1
2 ((1 , k22 )1=2 + K (1 , k12 )1=2 )
2 1=2
(1 , k22 )1=2 d (14)
+ k1 n(1(1,,kk2 )11)=2 ++Kc(1
, k12 )1=2
2
Equation (14) can be written as d1 = d2 + . Substituting this relation back into equation (12) and squaring both sides (to prevent square roots), we get a
quadratic equation in d2 (Ad22 + Bd2 + C = 0). It is
easy to check if there are valid solutions to this equation within our allowed range of d2 . If not, there is no
overlap of the loop type.
Let us now assume that there are valid solutions of
the (d1 ; d2 ) pair that satisfy the above equations. This
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means that there are points where collinear normals
exist. To check if this corresponds to an intersection,
all we have to check is if
k p1 q1 k2 + k q2 p2 k2  k p1 p2 k2
From Figure 6 this relation boils down to
(1 , k12 )1=2 d + (1 , k22 )1=2 d  D

k1

1

k2

Model

1

2

Patch
1-1

Patch
1-M 1

Model
N

Patch
2-1

Patch
2-M 2

Patch
N-1

Patch
N-M

N

2

Squaring both sides and substituting the relation between d1 and d2 from equation (14), we get a condition
of the form
Gd22 + Hd2 + I  0
It is easy to check if this condition is satis ed by
the solutions already obtained. This entire test can
be achieved without any square roots using Sturm sequences.
The overlap test may involve one square root computation (to compute distance between the centers of
the shells) and up to 700 arithmetic operations, in the
worst case. However, in a number of cases, the algorithm performs early rejects or early accepts. We ran a
simulation of generating randomly positioned and oriented shells with limits on the distance between their
centers (to prevent too many simple tests). In this simulation, our overlap test takes 300 , 400 arithmetic
operations on an average.

5. Contact Determination Using ShellTrees

In this section, we present an ecient and accurate contact determination algorithm between spline
models using ShellTrees. A ShellTree is a hierarchical representation that consists of spherical shells and
oriented bounding boxes (OBBs). By using o -line
and on-line techniques for tree construction and lazy
evaluation to reduce the memory requirements, our
algorithm computes a hierarchical representation of
each Bezier patch using ShellTrees. Next, we give an
overview of the contact determination algorithm.

5.1. Algorithm Overview

Model

Given a large model composed of spline surfaces, the
algorithm decomposes each surface into Bezier patches
as part of oine pre-computation. The algorithm computes a three-dimensional tight tting axis-aligned
bounding boxes (AABBs) and a ShellTree for each
Bezier patch. To reduce the memory requirement, it
only constructs a static, xed-height ShellTree for each
patch using mostly spherical shells. Each spherical
shell is computed using the methods outlined in Section 3. The height of the static ShellTree is either directly speci ed by the user or is computed based on
an accuracy parameter speci ed by the user.

Bounding Box construction and construction of few levels of
the Shell tree for each patch i-j
OFF-LINE
ON-LINE
For each transformation, bounding box overlap test between the
patch pairs i-j and k-l, i!=k

Shell Shell overlap test between the patch pairs passing the above
bounding box overlap test.
Dynamic construction of more levels of Shell tree, on demand.

Report collision between Model i and k, if the patch pair i-j and k-l
pass the above Shell-Shell overlap test.

Figure 7: Overall Algorithm for Contact Determination
The online computation of our contact determination algorithm consists of two phases. In the rst
phase, it dynamically updates the AABBs across each
Bezier patch. Then, it sorts these bounding volumes in
3-space to determine which pairs of patches are overlapping. Exploiting the temporal and spatial coherence, it utilizes sweep and prune technique7 to nd
all potential pairs of overlapping patches in nearly linear time. In the second phase, it considers pairs of
Bezier patches whose bounding boxes overlap and veri es their contact status using the static ShellTrees.
First, the algorithm goes down from the parent nodes
of the trees to check for possible intersections between
shells using the overlap tests explained in Section 4.
As it traverses down the trees, if the nodes overlap,
more levels of ShellTrees are constructed as needed to
check for potential contacts. A ow diagram that illustrates the entire process, that consists of both oine
and online computations, is given in Fig. 7.

6. Implementation and Performance

We have implemented this algorithm in C++. This
section describes the data structures and the overall
performance of our system. Each model is assumed to
be a collection of untrimmed rational Bezier patches.
The input to the system is n such models { 1 : : : n.
The patches of the model i are numbered (i; 1) : : :
c The Eurographics Association 1998
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(i; ni ). Each patch in the system is considered as an
object.

6.1. Data structure

A ShellNode class consists of the control points of the
patch P , the shell corresponding the patch and pointers to the left and right children. The patch P is subdivided into two, and the ShellNodes for the resulting
patches Pl and Pr form the left and right children for
the ShellNode of P . We call this hierarchical structure
of ShellNodes as a ShellTree.

6.2. Pre-Processing

In the pre-processing stage, for each patch, a xedheight ShellTree of ShellNodes is built statically. The
height of the ShellTree is either chosen by the user
or computed based on the accuracy parameter. This
\static" tree is stored in the system till the end of
a simulation. In our experimental studies, we varied
the \static" height parameter to study the trade-o
between speed of collision detection and memory usage in our system. We report these results later. Axis
aligned bounding boxes for each patch are also constructed, using the control-point net. The min and
max values of the bounding boxes for each of the three
coordinate axes are sorted in linked lists.
The major computation costs in the pre-processing
stage come from adding models to the system, construction of static xed-height ShellTree and bounding
box for each patch.

6.3. Runtime Computation

During the runtime when a model undergoes a rigid
transformation, all its patches are transformed by the
same transformation matrix and its bounding boxes
are updated accordingly. Simultaneously the sorted
linked list is also updated. With simple axis-aligned
bounding box overlap tests, the list of all patch pairs
(i; k)-(j; l), i 6= j , is created. Thus, we ensure that no
unnecessary intersection tests are performed between
the patches of the same model.
This list is then given to the subroutine that performs Shell-Shell overlap test. The transformation matrices and the statically constructed ShellTree for each
patch in the pair are used to call the overlap test function. Given the transformation matrices, a shell in the
original tree is transformed by updating its center and
axis vector. This is useful for dynamic environments
because the cost of updating the bounding volume is
small. The overlap routine traverses both the trees and
checks for overlaps between them recursively. If the
c The Eurographics Association 1998
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algorithm reports an overlap test between the bounding shells, more levels of the subdivision tree are constructed dynamically and the overlap test is applied
recursively. The subdivision stops based on the accuracy parameter speci ed by the user. At this stage, it
is triangulated into two triangles and they form the
leaf nodes of the tree. The dynamically constructed
tree is deleted at the end of its usage, to reduce the
runtime memory requirement.

6.4. Performance

We have tested the performance of our system with
two simulations. The rst one is an interlaced tori environments consisting of a chain of ve tori. Each torus
is de ned using nine rational tensor product Bezier
patches. Each torus moves in a direction opposite to
its adjacent tori. On collision with any one of the other
torus, its direction of motion is reversed. We ran this
experiment for 200 frames. The total number of collisions reported was 55. The average shell overlap test
was found to be 38 microseconds. The total time spent
for the transformation of patches and bounding box
update was 0:07 seconds. The total number of shell
overlap tests was 1; 044; 707. The bar chart 8 shows a
break up of the run-time costs.
The second experiment was an N-body experiment,
in which ten goblets were set to motion in a cubical volume. Each goblet has 72 tensor product Bezier
patches, thus totaling 720 patches. The goblets are allowed to bounce o the walls and collide against each
other. Simple collision response was modeled. This experiment was run for 200 frames and there was a total of 240 collisions reported. In this experiment the
average overlap time, was 31 microseconds. The total
time spent for the whole simulation on transformation
of patches and bounding box update took a constant
time of 102 seconds. The total number of shell overlap tests was approximately 616; 000. These two are
independent of the height of the static tree chosen initially. The break up of run time costs is shown by the
gure 8. The statistics of the above two experiments
are given in the Table 1.
From the above two experiments, we found that,
on an average, a shell-shell overlap test takes between
30 to 40 microseconds and, shell construction for one
ShellNode takes 138 microseconds. All the timings presented here were measured on an SGI-Onyx with an
R10000 processor, 195 MHz clock and 512 MB of main
memory.
The pattern of motion of the objects in the scene
decides the time spent on bounding box updates. In
the interlaced tori example, the motion of tori were
very smooth, slow, and in only one dimension. On the
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Shell Overlap Computation Time
Static Shell Building Time

Time :
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Figure 8: (a) Performance on Interlaced Torii (b) Performance on N-Body Collision
Number of Static Levels

Torii

0

1

2

3

4

7

Static Shell Building Time(secs)
1.27 1.41 1.29 1.30 1.32 1.66
Dynamic Shell Building Time(secs) 6.1 3.2 1.5 0.72 0.33 0

NBody

Static Shell Building Time(secs)
17.7 17.7 17.9 18.1 18.5 24.5
Dynamic Shell Building Time(secs) 105 53 26
12
6
0

Table 1: Performance statistics of the collision system
other hand, in the n-body experiment, the motion of
the goblets were very fast, and in all three dimensions.
The use of frame-to-frame coherence in the bounding
box update algorithm explains the di erence in the
corresponding times.

= 1:3MB . The choice of number of static levels to be
built in the pre-processing stage, depends on various
factors like the size of the simulation in terms of total
number of patches, the user's system memory availability and the accuracy desired by the user.

6.5. Memory Requirements

6.6. Comparison with Other Approaches

It is clear from the run time costs that, with the
more levels of static shell building, the collision detection time will decrease. On the other hand, the
memory requirements of the system increase as these
static trees are stored for the entire simulation are
stored for the entire simulation. On an average, one
node of the ShellTree requires about 116 bytes. For
a h-level ShellTree, there are (2h+1 , 1) ShellNodes.
In our simulations, we have restricted the number
of levels in a ShellTree for a patch to be 7. For a
ShellTree of height 7, the static memory required is
(27+1 , 1)  116 = 29:52KB. For the interlaced tori simulation, with 45 patches in the scene, the total memory
required for all the ShellTrees would be, 45  29:52KB

Since, most of the other methods (like hierarchies of
spheres, AABBs, OBBs, etc.) are not readily applicable to spline models, it is dicult to make any
fair comparison between our approach and other techniques. In 19 , we had argued theoretically that the
spherical shell bounding volume exhibits cubic convergence. Other bounding volumes like convex hulls and
Oriented Bounding Boxes (OBBs) have been shown
to converge quadratically. We performed some experiments to empirically verify these claims. In our simulations 19 , we used two identical models, each of which
consisted of two patches from the side of the Utah
teapot. The patches have slowly varying curvature and
are convex everywhere. Each of these models consisted
c The Eurographics Association 1998
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implemented the algorithm and tested them on large
models composed of hundred of patches. In most cases,
it can accurately compute the contacts in a few milliseconds.
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